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Abstract

In the traditional vehicle routing problems with backhauls (VRPB), it is assumed that backhauling customers cannot be visited unless all the linehauling customers have been visited. This assumption becomes impractical for some local industries in Taiwan, in which, some customers require both the linehauling and backhauling service. Using the traditional transportation plan would surely commit some extra transportation cost. In this study, we have relaxed the constraint regarding the visiting sequence for the linehauling and backhauling customers, and proposed a new mathematical model for the revised VRPB (RVRPB). In addition, the condition that some customers require specific service time windows is also considered. A simulated annealing algorithm is proposed to increase the solving efficiency for the revised VRPB. SA parameters that can obtain good solution in a reasonable amount of time are determined through some experiments. From the computational results, it can be observed that in some industries the proposed RVRPB model does reduce the transportation cost.
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